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The threat of nuclear terrorism is a global one, and is indeed one of the most 
urgent threats to international security. New Zealand, like all countries, would not 
be immune to the far-reaching and potentially catastrophic consequences of the 
use of nuclear materials in a terrorist attack, or of a terrorist attack on a nuclear 
facility.   

Every country shares responsibility for addressing the threat of nuclear terrorism. 
It is a responsibility that rests not only with those countries that possess nuclear 
materials in the largest quantities. This is a threat that demands a response at 
the national and international levels, and by governments, international 
organisations, and private industry.   

Cooperation on nuclear security is one of the most effective ways the 
international community can respond to the threat of nuclear terrorism.  It is 
vitally important that we pool resources, and collaborate on cross-boundary 
solutions, in response to a threat that does not respect borders.   

New Zealanders are fortunate that the risk of terrorism in our own territory is 
relatively low.  But New Zealand has made and is making substantial 
contributions to international efforts to counter terrorism, including in parts of the 
world far from our shores. 

New Zealand does not have a nuclear industry, so our holdings of nuclear 
material are historical and very small.  However the use of radiological material in 
New Zealand is similar to that in any other developed country. The New Zealand 
government takes very seriously its responsibility to safeguard nuclear and 
radiological materials in our country.   

We are alert to the new threats we face in the twenty-first century and are 
currently overhauling our radiation protection legislation - dating from the 1960s - 
to ensure we have the necessary powers to secure materials in our country. 
Already we have criminal penalties in place for nuclear terrorism to deter those 
who might contemplate perpetrating such acts within our borders or beyond.  We 
are currently enacting the legislative changes that will allow us to ratify the 2005 
Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials. 
Likewise, our ratification of the International Convention on the Suppression of 
Acts of Nuclear Terrorism is in its final stages, and we hope to introduce the 
relevant legislation to Parliament soon.   

In New Zealand, we are determined to do our utmost to prevent nuclear and 
radiological material falling into the wrong hands. Outreach, education, and 
ongoing regular engagement with key industrial sectors are extremely important.  



Our national radiation authority stays in close contact with major radiation users 
in our country to ensure all their material is fully accounted for.    

The New Zealand government is also working with Asia-Pacific partners so they 
too can take the necessary national actions.  While holdings of radiological 
materials in the Pacific region are small, our Pacific neighbours are conscious of 
the risk of these materials being illicitly trafficked through their borders, including 
for the region’s reputation. 

We are conscious that the obligations created by international counter-terrorism 
and counter-proliferation obligations can be onerous for smaller countries, such 
as some Pacific Island Countries. A tailored approach and the provision of 
technical assistance that takes into account the circumstances of particular 
regions and countries can help mitigate this.  

We are pleased to be working with Australia on a project to secure radioactive 
sources in Southeast Asia.  To date our efforts have focused on securing 
vulnerable sources and improving regulatory and physical control frameworks in 
Cambodia.  We are looking forward to making a further contribution, working with 
Southeast Asian partners, at the regional level later this year. 

New Zealand is a strong supporter of the work of the IAEA and has been since 
the Agency’s inception.  The IAEA occupies a central place in the global nuclear 
security framework. 

When the Agency was conceived, in the 1950s, it was designed to focus on 
technical cooperation, safeguards and verification, and nuclear safety.  Nuclear 
security, as distinct from safety, is a more recent concern. New Zealand believes 
that the IAEA has an essential role, as recognised in the communiqué of this 
Summit, in the international response to this challenge.  New Zealand’s chairing 
of the Agency’s General Conference in 2009 was a concrete indication of our 
commitment to the Agency’s broader responsibilities.   

Of immediate relevance to our part of the world, New Zealand has played a 
prominent role, in the coastal states group, in the formulation of the annual IAEA 
nuclear transport safety resolution, which considers the safety and security of the 
maritime transport of nuclear materials. 

The Agency’s Nuclear Security Plan and comprehensive nuclear security 
guidelines serve as vital tools in guiding member states’ efforts to secure nuclear 
materials.     

New Zealand has been an annual contributor to the Agency’s Nuclear Security 
Fund since the Fund’s inception in 2002, and will be making a further contribution 
to the NSF in 2010. 

New Zealand strongly supports the international legal framework on nuclear 
security and nuclear terrorism.  The Convention on the Physical Protection of 



Nuclear Materials, and Convention on the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear 
Terrorism, and United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540, are critical 
components of this legal framework. 

New Zealand encourages universal and comprehensive implementation of UN 
Security Council Resolution 1540.  New Zealand undertakes counter-terrorism 
capacity building activities in south-east Asia and the Pacific, and has given a 
high priority to support for implementation of Resolution 1540. 

Effective international cooperation on nuclear security is strengthened through 
voluntary mechanisms.  New Zealand is an active participant in the Global 
Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism and the G8 Global Partnership Against the 
Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction.  We consider that both 
initiatives enhance and are complementary to the international legal framework 
on nuclear security, and encourage states which have not yet done so to 
consider joining them.   

The Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism is an important means by 
which participating states can build the national and international capacity to 
counter the threat of nuclear and radiological terrorism.  New Zealand’s 
contribution to the Global Initiative has involved work both domestically and with 
international partners on responses to acts of nuclear and radiological terrorism, 
as well as assistance to others with practical initiatives aimed at lessening the 
risk of materials falling into the wrong hands.  

Since the G8 Global Partnership began in 2002 New Zealand has partnered with 
a number of G8 members. Our projects have been largely nuclear-focused.  
New Zealand is pleased to confirm funding this year for two new G8 Global 
Partnership projects, which will mean New Zealand contributions to this 
programme since 2004 will have totalled almost $6 million.   One of these new 
projects will involve working again with the United States in support of its Nuclear 
Smuggling Outreach Initiative.  

Strengthening nuclear security and countering nuclear terrorism require a 
comprehensive legal framework for the control of nuclear and radiological 
materials and the suppression of terrorism, targeted bilateral and multilateral 
counter-proliferation initiatives, and international efforts to stop the proliferation of 
nuclear weapons. 

New Zealand has long been a strong advocate for the international instruments, 
obligations and commitments which constitute the nuclear disarmament and non-
proliferation framework. Just as we warmly welcomed President Obama’s 
intention, expressed in his speech in Prague one year ago, to “seek the peace 
and security of a world without nuclear weapons”, New Zealand strongly 
endorses the President’s initiative in convening the Nuclear Security Summit. 



New Zealand stands ready to step up its efforts, in partnership with the nations 
gathered together in Washington, towards achievement of the goal of securing all 
nuclear materials worldwide within four years. 
 


